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Level 3· Legatum Plaza           Telephone +971 4 317 5800 

Dubai International Financial Centre             Facsimile +971 4 317 5811 

PO Box 506625· Dubai· UAE            Website www.legatum.com 

 

 

Tuesday, 19th December 2017 

 

BY HAND & BY EMAIL (byrnel@parliament.uk) 

 

Rt. Hon. Liam Byrne MP 

House of Commons 

London 

SW1A 0AA 

United Kingdom  

 

 

Dear Mr. Byrne, 

Re: Your Article in The New European, published on 25th November 2017 

I am writing on behalf of myself, and am also duly authorized by Christopher Chandler (“CC”), Philip 

Vassiliou and Alan McCormick to write on their respective behalves in our personal capacities, as the 

partners of Legatum Partnership LLP. The partners of Legatum Partnership LLP founded the Legatum 

Institute over ten years ago to focus on how best to increase prosperity on a national and global level.  We 

have provided funding to The Legatum Institute Foundation, and its predecessor entity, since inception and 

although today it has over 40 donors in total and a board of trustees the majority of whom are independent, 

we remain its largest donor.  

We have read your article in The New European published on 25th November 2017, and wish to draw your 

attention to some important factual errors and misunderstandings in your article which need to be corrected 

to ensure the truth is publicly maintained. Those errors and misunderstandings appear to have led you to 

demand that our partner, CC, and The Legatum Institute Foundation should be investigated to ascertain 

whether they are part of a Kremlin-driven campaign of “active measures”, including the “hacking” (sic) of 

British democracy. Of course, allegations are not evidence, and remain mere allegations unless proven with 

evidence. As you have no doubt ascertained since writing that story, there is not a shred of “evidence” to 

back up the many claims and innuendoes in your article, despite the extensive and vigorous research carried 

out by members of the press, in response to calls such as yours.  

We understand that someone is circulating a file of allegations which seek to bring disrepute to The Legatum 

Institute Foundation and its funders. It may be that your article was based upon this report. It is without 

hesitation that we state that all allegations of wrongdoing that we understand to be contained within that 

report are unfounded and based on readily-substantiated errors of fact. The business dealings relating to 

CC, his brother, Richard Chandler (“RC”) and, subsequently, Legatum Partnership LLP were not done in 

a corner; they were undertaken openly and through recognized financial institutions, being audited by Ernst 

and Young (“EY”), our auditors for the last thirty years. There has never been any scope for any shenanigans 

of the sort which you alleged in your article, which is why no evidence or corroboration of these allegations 

can be found – i.e. none exists.   

The United Kingdom public’s interests are best served by upholding the truth. In the spirit of promoting a 

truthful and accurate public understanding, please see below the following comments addressing the 
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concerns which you have expressed regarding alleged links between Russia and our funding of The Legatum 

Institute Foundation.  

Given the severity of the allegations, and the obvious harm which this does to hard-earned reputations, it is 

disappointing that we have no trace of any attempt by you to contact any of us, at any time, to discuss your 

concerns. Had you troubled yourself to do so, you could have avoided a wholly unwarranted concern that 

we, and CC in particular, could somehow be involved with any alleged attempt by the Kremlin to interfere 

with the British democratic process. It would certainly have left you better informed before you put pen to 

paper. 

To be clear, we have remained neutral, both as regards the Brexit referendum and the post-Brexit debate, 

as both matters are for the British people and their Parliamentary representatives to determine. We do, 

however, share your concern to ensure that the democratic process in the United Kingdom is not subject 

to interference by any foreign power; nor by undue influence and misrepresentations from those, wherever 

they are situate, who wish to mislead the British public in order to advance their own agenda.  

You have wrongly impugned us, and CC in particular, by suggesting to the British public that there are 

compelling grounds, based on the matrix of your article, that our funding of The Legatum Institute 

Foundation should be investigated for being part of the Russian Federation’s so-called “active measures”, 

or any other steps taken by or on behalf of its government (including President Putin, General Gerasimov 

or anyone else in the Russian Federation) aimed at “hacking” British democracy. 

This letter addresses each strand of the matrix of your argument in turn.  

***** 

Alleged Gazprom boardroom coup 

In constructing the illusion of Kremlin involvement with us to justify the misrepresentation that we, and 

our funding of The Legatum Institute Foundation, should be investigated as a tool of the Kremlin, you have 

mistakenly written that CC worked:  

“with Putin’s associates to re-organise GazProm… after Putin’s election as President in 

2000, helping to lead a boardroom coup to emplace Alexei Miller – Putin’s deputy from St 

Petersburg days – as head of GazProm. The current Russian Prime Minister Dmitry 

Medevev (sic) took over soon after.”  

It is important that you are aware of the facts, which are as follows: 

(1) CC and RC did not work, whether directly or indirectly, with Putin’s associates to re-organize 

Gazprom. And for the record, neither of them has ever met Putin or dealt with him in any capacity 

directly or indirectly. 

 

(2) CC and RC did not help, whether directly or indirectly, to lead a “boardroom coup” to emplace 

Alexey Miller as head of Gazprom. They had no knowledge of Alexey Miller’s existence until after 

his appointment. 

 

(3) What CC and RC did do, was call for better corporate governance at Gazprom, at a time when 

rampant corruption was draining the company of value for all shareholders, as has been widely 

reported. Along with other minority shareholders, they backed a campaign (run by another minority 

shareholder) to elect a single director to the board (out of a total of 11).  
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(4) In May 2001, that board of directors voted to replace the then-CEO, Rem Vyakhirev with Alexey 

Miller. To make this abundantly clear, the Chandler brothers had no power to, and in fact did not 

change the CEO of Gazprom, and had not in fact ever heard of Alexey Miller prior to his 

appointment by the board. The change of leadership at Gazprom was led by the Russian 

government, which was the largest shareholder, and as the Western media subsequently 

acknowledged, was firmly in the interests of all shareholders, domestic and foreign. 

These facts are widely available on the Internet, and only require a minimum of diligence to access: 

http://tech.mit.edu/V121/N28/Russian_Gas.28w.html  

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b150nr9k08bfxb/secrets-of-sovereign  

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/22/business/worldbusiness/22fyodorov.html  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2008/nov/27/boris-fyodorov 

http://www.economist.com/node/12675842  

We are sure you would agree with us that none of these sources, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

The Institutional Investor published out of New York, the New York Times, the Guardian and the 

Economist both published in the U.K. would be considered tools of the Kremlin, or pursuing a pro-Putin 

agenda, but together they do set out the facts of that era which directly challenge the misrepresentations, 

innuendo and falsehoods in your article.  

***** 

The Monaco “Intelligence Review” 

Your article goes on to state:  

“Chandler subsequently appeared in an intelligence review in Monaco aimed at clearing out the 

Russian Mafia from the state, but thankfully this found ‘no evidence of wrongdoing’. Soon after, 

however, Chandler relocated to Dubai and Singapore.”  

Again, here are the facts:  

(1) Neither CC nor RC was at any time aware prior to the former’s relocation from Monaco (the latter 

is still resident in Monaco) that either of them had been mentioned in a Monaco intelligence review.  

CC was never made aware of any investigation, nor was he ever questioned by any authority. 

 

(2) During CC’s entire time as a resident in Monaco, neither he nor RC transgressed any Monegasque 

law, nor committed any offence; they were not charged with or prosecuted for any criminal act or 

omission; they did not fail to observe any registration requirements, whether for themselves or for 

any business operations for which either of them was responsible; and neither of them was tipped 

off or apprised of any suspected wrongdoing on their part, or on the part of any persons who 

worked for either of them or on their behalf.  

 

(3) As neither CC nor RC committed any wrongdoing, there is nothing for which either of them needs 

to be “thankful”, as your article suggests.  

 

(4) CC has never relocated to or lived in Singapore.  RC remains a resident of Monaco to this day. 

http://tech.mit.edu/V121/N28/Russian_Gas.28w.html
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b150nr9k08bfxb/secrets-of-sovereign
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/22/business/worldbusiness/22fyodorov.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2008/nov/27/boris-fyodorov
http://www.economist.com/node/12675842
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Had there been the slightest foundation to the intelligence review to which you have referred in your article, 

one would expect that the authorities would have taken action or followed up in some way. They did not. 

The only reasonable conclusion for this is that the authorities found no evidence of wrongdoing – because 

there was no wrongdoing – and so, there was no reason to take action or follow up; so the Monegasque 

authorities did not do so. Even in the absence of any evidence of wrongdoing, if there was any doubt 

whatsoever about the ethics or propriety of the Chandler brothers’ business, or their residency in Monaco, 

HSH Prince Albert II could have declared either or both of them “persona non grata” in Monaco, with the 

effect that they would have had to have left the Principality within the time stipulated by the Monegasque 

authorities. That, however, never happened, and instead, CC remained a resident of Monaco in good 

standing for some time and, as already mentioned, RC remains a resident of Monaco to this day. 

We understand from publicly available materials that the source of this “intelligence review” was a person 

called Robert Eringer. Please refer to the Appendix to this letter for a detailed rebuttal of Mr. Eringer’s 

groundless suspicions about the Chandler brothers, and the schoolboy errors he made which, together with 

his attacks on HSH Prince Albert II and other targets in Monaco, raise serious questions about his credibility.  

No intelligent and reasonably prudent person could give credence to Mr. Eringer’s misrepresentations about 

the Chandler brothers. 

***** 

Alleged link to Russian mafia 

(1) At no time was either CC or RC involved with, or working for, Russian Intelligence, nor was either 

of them part of what you refer to as “the Russian mafia” in your article. 

 

(2) At no time did either CC or RC break any laws in the Russian Federation – or anywhere else, for 

that matter.  

 

(3) At no time did either CC or RC directly or indirectly offer any bribe or other improper or unlawful 

inducement, or otherwise operate or encourage any other person or corporation to act, or to refrain 

from acting, in an unlawful or criminal manner in the Russian Federation or anywhere else. 

 

(4) At no time did either CC or RC participate or engage in any brotherhood or syndicate or any other 

grouping of persons analogous with the “mafia” or organized crime whether in Russia or anywhere 

else. 

 

(5) At no time did either CC or RC, whether directly or indirectly, engage in, assist or procure anyone 

else to engage in or assist in any money laundering of whatever nature.  

 

(6) None of Legatum Partnership LLP’s assets result from money laundering or the proceeds of crime. 

 

(7) CC’s business activities have been conducted openly through major financial institutions and have 

been voluntarily audited in their entirety for the last thirty years by EY. 

 

(8) No financial institution, accounting firm or regulatory authority has ever raised concerns about the 

Chandler brothers’ business activities or relationships. 

In other words, in over three decades of international business, the Chandler brothers have maintained a 

meticulous record and sterling reputation.  For anyone to insinuate that somehow, the Chandler brothers 

were members of the Russian mafia, and were “thankful” for getting away with it, carrying the innuendo 

that they benefitted from criminal activity, and thereby that we are benefitting from the proceeds of crimes 

committed by the Chandler brothers, is in all respects untrue and in total contradiction to the facts.  
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***** 

Alleged link to Russian Federation 

For the record:  

(1) None of the partners of Legatum Partnership LLP has or has had any links with President Putin or 

his associates.  

 

(2) None of the partners of Legatum Partnership LLP has or has had any link with the Kremlin or with 

Russian Intelligence, St Petersburg trolls, General Gerasimov or any other Russian Federation entity 

which you allege wishes to “hack” British democracy. 

 

(3) None of the partners of Legatum Partnership LLP has at any time engaged in or undertaken so-

called “active measures”. 

 

(4) Legatum Partnership LLP is just one of over 40 donors supporting The Legatum Institute 

Foundation’s research and programs.    

***** 

Well, those are the facts. We trust you will ensure that you place the facts before Parliament, the British 

public, Ben Bradshaw MP, the Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament and any other journalists 

(including those at the Mail on Sunday, to whom you have either directly or indirectly spoken, and the editor 

of The New European) who ask you for an update on your article.  

Additionally, given these facts and the harm done to our reputation, it would be honorable of you to publish 

a retraction of your article with its unfounded and unmerited allegations and innuendo.   

You are no doubt aware that the Rt. Hon. Dominic Grieve QC MP, chairman of the Intelligence and 

Security Committee of Parliament, has been reported in the British media on 4th December 2017 as having 

stated that the activities of The Legatum Institute Foundation will be “scoped” in the context of its 

investigations into Russian interference with the Brexit referendum and the British democratic process.  

See, for example: 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/brexit-dirty-tricks-and-an-international-game-of-i-spy-3xq8cbxdj 

We shall, of course, co-operate with the work of the Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament if 

any of us is asked by that committee to assist it in its task. So far, none of us have been asked to assist. Any 

such enquiry can only result in the above facts, and therefore the truth, being available to a wider audience.  

***** 

Conclusion 

None of the partners of Legatum Partnership LLP wish to impede or to interfere with the public debate, 

and nor are we so doing. Indeed, up to now, we have kept entirely out of it. However, it is in the public 

interest that you are properly informed before continuing in the same vein. In this regard, we would have 

hoped that you would have troubled yourself to come to us first, given the seriousness of the allegations, 

and the extreme prejudice to personal and corporate reputations which are at stake. Nor do we have any 

desire to be the subject of stories which serve to stir up public mistrust at a time when national unity is so 

greatly needed.  

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/brexit-dirty-tricks-and-an-international-game-of-i-spy-3xq8cbxdj
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APPENDIX 

It has appeared in the public domain that an intelligence review was initiated in Monaco in 2002 by a person 

called Robert Eringer, who persuaded the then heir to the Principality, later HSH Prince Albert II of 

Monaco, that he needed to “clean up Monaco”, and rid it of undesirables, not simply “the Russian mafia”. 

Mr. Eringer operated an unofficial and unaccountable private “intelligence” service for the heir to the throne 

until he succeeded Prince Rainer III of Monaco in April 2005. In those three years, and indeed afterwards 

until HSH Prince Albert II dispensed with his services, Mr. Eringer and his team found nothing which 

constituted money laundering, work for Russian Intelligence or a single breach of Monegasque or other laws 

by either CC or RC or people within their employ. Indeed, from some of his subsequently self-published 

statements it is clear that Mr. Eringer himself was ignorant of Monegasque laws, and misunderstood its 

requirements of persons such as the Chandlers. 

CC and RC were apparently surveilled as part of the above referenced unofficial intelligence review, for a 

period of time purportedly from 2002. It is apparent that the Chandler brothers’ trading business at that 

time, which went under the name Sovereign Asset Management Ltd, was coincidentally similar to the name 

of a Swiss company, Sovereign Asset Management AG, which was part of an entirely separate and 

unconnected business group seemingly operating out of Zurich. This led to a monumental and incredibly 

unfortunate case of mistaken identity. Sadly, Mr. Eringer appears enthusiastically to have seized upon the 

fate of the “other” Sovereign in Switzerland and erroneously proceeded upon the presumed existence of a 

link with the Chandler brothers in Monaco that never existed. That such a monumental mistake occurred 

simply because two companies share similar names, speaks volumes about the incompetence of Mr. Eringer 

in the intelligence review.  

The Swiss company with the name “Sovereign Asset Management AG” appears to have been placed in 

liquidation in January 2001, in circumstances which eventually raised the concern of the authorities. The 

other companies in the Swiss Sovereign group as a whole were closed down in September 2002 by the Swiss 

banking authority (the Eidgenössische Bankenkommission), and PricewaterhouseCoopers AG were 

appointed liquidators/administrators of the remainder of the group. As seems clear from what Mr. Eringer 

himself has subsequently written, his intelligence was so feeble that he confused the Sovereign group based 

in St Vincent and Zurich with the Chandler brothers’ business. It was the Sovereign group in Zurich which 

was closed down by the Eidgenössische Bankenkommission for alleged involvement in money laundering 

and for links with Chechen/Russian interests – nothing whatsoever to do with the Chandler brothers’ 

business, despite Mr. Eringer’s efforts to construct a connection in the intelligence review. 

The Sovereign group of companies managed by the Chandler brothers continued in operation for years 

after the order for liquidation of the Swiss Sovereign Financial Group was given by the Eidgenössische 

Bankenkommission.  The two groups were in no way connected beyond the close similarity of their names: 

a fact which completely escaped, and still escapes, Mr. Eringer. 

The information about the Swiss Sovereign group is still publicly available and for no charge on 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/ – see links below to the “People” associated with these entities, which were 

formerly controlled by Werner Furrer: 

“People” associated with Swiss branch office of Sovereign Bank Corporation Ltd: 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_bank_corporation_ltd_st_vincentgrenadines_zweigniede

rlassung_zuerich_in_liquidation_CH-020.8.000.010-3.htm  

“People” associated with Sovereign Asset Management AG: 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-

170.3.017.750-0.htm,  

https://www.shabex.ch/en/
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_bank_corporation_ltd_st_vincentgrenadines_zweigniederlassung_zuerich_in_liquidation_CH-020.8.000.010-3.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_bank_corporation_ltd_st_vincentgrenadines_zweigniederlassung_zuerich_in_liquidation_CH-020.8.000.010-3.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-0.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-0.htm
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and Sovereign Asset Management AG was placed in liquidation on January 29th, 2001 – see 

https://www.shabex.ch/co/his/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-

0.htm  

The closed down Swiss Sovereign Asset Management AG timetable and personnel details are as follows:  

Sovereign Asset Management AG in Liquidation 
Bahnhofstrasse 64 
8001 Zürich 
 

Status: gelöscht 

Sitz: Zürich 

Rechtsform: Aktiengesellschaft 

Kapital: CHF 250'000 

Letzte Publ.: 04.11.2003 

Gründungsjahr: 1999 

Gelöscht: 04.11.2003 

Handelsregister: Zürich 

Register-Nr.: CH-170.3.017.750-0 

UID: CHE-100.918.051 

 
 

 Firma überwachen  
 Nachbarschaft 

Personen 

 Name Funktion Zeichnungsberechtigung Zeitraum 
 

Mousa Patrick Liquidator Einzelunterschrift 29.01.2001 - 04.11.2003 
 

Furrer Werner A. Mitglied Einzelunterschrift 07.12.1999 - 29.01.2001 
 

Kiss Attila Mitglied Kollektivunterschrift zu zweien 07.12.1999 - 16.03.2000 
 

Rost Elfriede Mitglied Kollektivunterschrift zu zweien 07.12.1999 - 16.03.2000 
 

Schennach Isolde Mitglied Einzelunterschrift 15.12.2017 - 07.12.1999 

 

“People” associated with Sovereign Forex: 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_forex_ltd_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.006.938-5.htm  

“People” associated with Sovereign Capital Management AG: 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_capital_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-

020.3.006.512-0.htm  

“People” associated with Sovereign Finance Group: 

https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_finance_group_ltd_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.021.393-

4.htm  

https://www.shabex.ch/co/his/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-0.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/co/his/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-0.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/co/pub/sovereign_asset_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-170.3.017.750-0.htm
javascript:void(0);
https://www.shabex.ch/co/adr/8001-Z%C3%BCrich/Bahnhofstrasse_64/index.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/pe/mousa_patrick_2599112.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/pe/furrer_werner_a_4741523.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/pe/kiss_attila_4741524.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/pe/rost_elfriede_3464082.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/pe/schennach_isolde_4217147.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_forex_ltd_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.006.938-5.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_capital_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.006.512-0.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_capital_management_ag_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.006.512-0.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_finance_group_ltd_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.021.393-4.htm
https://www.shabex.ch/en/co/per/i/sovereign_finance_group_ltd_in_liquidation_CH-020.3.021.393-4.htm
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It is apparent that when Mr. Eringer appears to have spoken to investigating commissioner Ivo Hoppler in 

Zurich, he did not ask the correct questions, and/or jumped to the wrong conclusion that the Sovereign 

Group which we understand Herr Hoppler was investigating was connected to the Chandler brothers. Nor 

did he apparently check with PricewaterhouseCoopers AG of Zurich, which was appointed on behalf of the 

Eidgenössische Bankenkommission to act as liquidators of the then active companies in that group. 

For evidence of the facts – see these publications from the respected Neue Zürcher Zeitung and CH.News 

(press “Google Translate” if necessary), showing what happened to the “other Sovereign”, and Furrer, etc:  

https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71GGC34-12-1.429946 – 8th October 2002; and  

https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71GGC34-12-

1.429946; and 

https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71PKC6C-12-1.429951 – 8th October 2002; and 

https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71PKC6C-12-

1.429951; and 

https://www.nzz.ch/article8G7X0-1.430166 – 9th October 2002; and 

https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/article8G7X0-1.430166; 

and 

http://www.news.ch/Razzien+bei+Finanzgesellschaften+in+Zuerich+und+Aargau/121132/detail.htm – 

8th October 2002; and 

https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.news.ch%2FRa

zzien%2Bbei%2BFinanzgesellschaften%2Bin%2BZuerich%2Bund%2BAargau%2F121132%2Fdetail.htm; 

and 

https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD7A9J1IG-12-1.431455 – 14th October 2002; and 

https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD7A9J1IG-12-

1.431455  

As you will note, the last paragraph of the above article translates approximately as follows: 

“District Attorney IV for the Canton of Zurich, as reported, is conducting criminal proceedings against 66-year-old Furrer 

and three other responsible persons of the Sovereign Financial Group on suspicion of money laundering and lack of diligence in 

financial transactions; Furrer was Chairman of the Board of the Sovereign Finance Group. The Swiss Federal Banking 

Commission has ordered the immediate liquidation of the companies because they did not have the necessary authorizations. 

Furrer had personally recruited Russian customers in Moscow last November, according to a speech published on the Sovereign 

homepage.” 

https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71GGC34-12-1.429946
https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71PKC6C-12-1.429951
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71PKC6C-12-1.429951
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD71PKC6C-12-1.429951
https://www.nzz.ch/article8G7X0-1.430166
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/article8G7X0-1.430166
http://www.news.ch/Razzien+bei+Finanzgesellschaften+in+Zuerich+und+Aargau/121132/detail.htm
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.news.ch%2FRazzien%2Bbei%2BFinanzgesellschaften%2Bin%2BZuerich%2Bund%2BAargau%2F121132%2Fdetail.htm
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&tl=en&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.news.ch%2FRazzien%2Bbei%2BFinanzgesellschaften%2Bin%2BZuerich%2Bund%2BAargau%2F121132%2Fdetail.htm
https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD7A9J1IG-12-1.431455
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD7A9J1IG-12-1.431455
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://www.nzz.ch/newzzD7A9J1IG-12-1.431455

